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Abstract
It was recently proven that the correlation function of the stationary version of a reflected Lévy
process is nonnegative, nonincreasing and convex. In another branch of the literature it was
shown that the mean value of the reflected process is nonnegative, nondecreasing and concave.
The main objective of this paper is to explore whether these two types of results can be covered
by a common framework, and to investigate to what level they can be generalized. To this end,
instead of a reflected Lévy process, a more general stochastically monotone Markov process, in
addition satisfying a certain condition, is considered. We show monotonicity results associated
with a supermodular function of two coordinates of our Markov process from which the abovementioned monotonicity and convexity/concavity results follow for any such Markov process. In
addition, various results for the transient case (when the Markov process is not in stationarity)
are provided. The conditions imposed are natural, in that they are satisfied by various relevant
processes. We specifically consider a class of dam processes as well as reflected Lévy processes
(with both one- and two-sided reflection).
Keywords: stochastically monotone Markov processes, supermodular function, stochastic storage process, Lévy-driven queues, Skorokhod problem, monotone and convex correlation.
AMS Subject Classification (MSC2010): 60J99, 60G51, 90B05.
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Introduction

In the context of Lévy-driven queues [8] and Lévy storage processes [18], it was recently shown [3]
that, whenever the stationary distribution exists and has a finite second moment, the correlation
function associated with the stationary version of the reflected process is nonnegative, nonincreasing
and convex. Here, a Lévy-driven queue is to be interpreted as the one-sided (Skorokhod) reflection
map applied to a Lévy process. Notably, the results in [3] show that the mentioned structural properties carry over to the finite-buffer Lévy-driven queue, i.e., the double-sided (Skorokhod) reflection
map. One could regard [3] as the endpoint of a long-lasting research effort: the nonnegativity, nonincreasingness and convexity of the stationary correlation function was proven over four decades
ago in [19] for the case the Lévy process under consideration is of compound Poisson type, whereas
the more recent contributions [10] and [11] deal with the spectrally-positive and negative cases,
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respectively. Whereas [10, 11, 19] rely on the machinery of completely-monotone functions, [3] uses
a direct conditioning argument in combination of elementary properties of the reflection map.
A second strand of research that we would like to mention concerns structural properties of the
mean value (and related quantities) of the reflected process. It was found [14] that for a one-sided
Skorohod reflection, when the driving process has stationary increments and starts from zero, the
mean of the reflected process (as a function of time, that is) is nonnegative, nondecreasing and
concave. In particular this holds when the driving process also has independent increments (i.e.,
the Lévy case), which for the spectrally-positive case had been discovered earlier [12], where we refer
to [15, Thm. 11] for a multivariate analogue. The nonnegativity, nonincreasingness and concavity
of the mean was proven to extend to the two-sided reflection case in [1], where it was also shown
that for the one- and two-sided reflection cases the variance is nondecreasing.
The main objective of this paper is to explore to what level of generality the results from the above
two branches of the literature can be extended, and whether they could be somehow brought under
a common umbrella. Importantly, in our attempt to understand the above-mentioned structural
properties better, we discovered that they are covered by a substantially broader framework. Indeed, we will consider stochastically monotone Markov processes (in both discrete and continuous
time), and check what can be said about the expected value of bivariate supermodular functions of
coordinates of the process. This turns out to be sufficient to imply the type of monotonicity results
of the covariance that were found in [3, 10, 11] and [12, 14]. For the convexity results of [3, 10, 11]
and the concavity results of [14] (restricted to Lévy processes) and [12] a further, rather natural,
condition is needed – this is Condition 1 to follow. We conclude that our new findings directly cover
a broad range of existing results. However, notably, the monotonicity of the variance established
in [1] does not follow from the results of the current paper; a counterexample is provided.
The area of stochastically monotone Markov processes is vast. Without aiming at giving a full
overview, we would like to mention [7, 16, 22, 23]. In particular, in [7] a main result is Theorem 4,
stating that if tXn | n ¥ 0u is a stationary stochastically monotone time-homogeneous Markov chain
(real valued state space) and f is nondecreasing, then Covpf pX0 q, f pXn qq (whenever exists and is
finite) is nonnegative and nonincreasing in n. As it turns out, this result as well is a special case
the results established in our current paper.
In our proofs we use conditioning arguments similar to those relied upon in [3] in combination with
the application of the concept of supermodularity. More concretely, it will be important to study
the properties of hpXs , Xt q or hpXs , Xt  Xt δ q (and others) for 0 ¤ s ¤ t and δ ¡ 0, where h
is a supermodular function. These are well known, but we will state them in our notation (for
the special case of bivariate functions of real variables) for ease of reference. This will be done
for both the stationary case and the transient case (under various conditions). For background on
results associated with supermodular functions, and in particular the relationship with comonotone
random variables, which we will need several times, we refer to [5, 20, 21].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the setup, the main results and their proofs will be
given. In Section 3 we provide three examples of stochastically monotone Markov processes that
satisfy Condition 1: a Lévy dam process with left continuous release function rpq with rp0q  0,
a Lévy process reflected at zero (one-sided reflection) and a Lévy process reflected at 0 and b ¡ 0
(two-sided reflection). Our paper is self-contained in the sense that it does not require previous
knowledge of stochastically monotone Markov processes.

2

Structural results

In what follows we write a ^ b  minpa, bq, a _ b  maxpa, bq, a  a _ 0, a  a ^ 0  paq . In
addtion, a.s. abbreviates almost surely (i.e., with probability one), and cdf abbreviates cumulative
2

distribution function.
For x P R and A Borel (one-dimensional), let ppx, Aq be a Markov transition kernel. By this we
mean that for every Borel A, pp, Aq is a Borel function and for each x P R, ppx, q is a probability
measure. We will say that p is stochastically monotone if ppx, py, 8qq is nondecreasing in x for each
y P R, which is obviously a natural property across a broad range of frequently used models.
The following condition plays a crucial role in our results. Whenever it is satisfied, it allows us to
establish highly general results. The condition is natural in the context of e.g. storage systems, as
pointed out in Section 3.
Condition 1. ppx, px

y, 8qq is nonincreasing in x for each y

P R.

Now, for n ¥ 1, let p and pn , for n ¥ 1, be transition kernels. Define
Gpx, uq  inf ty | ppx, p8, y sq ¥ uu

(1)

the generalized-inverse function associated with the cdf Fx py q  ppx, p8, y sq, and let similarly
Gn px, uq be the generalized-inverse function associated with pn . We recall (e.g., [9], among many
others) that Gpx, uq is nondecreasing and left continuous in u (on p0, 1q), and that Gpx, uq ¤ y
if and only if u ¤ ppx, p8, y sq. Thus, if U  Up0, 1q, with Up0, 1q denoting a standard uniform
random variable, then P pGpx, U q ¤ y q  ppx, p8, y sq and thus P pGpx, U q P Aq  ppx, Aq. A
similar reasoning applies to Gn px, uq for every n ¥ 1.
Lemma 1. p is stochastically monotone if and only if, for each u P p0, 1q, Gpx, uq is nondecreasing
in x, and Condition 1 is satisfied if and only if, for each u, Gpx, uq  x is nonincreasing in x.
Proof. Follows from the facts (i) that for x1

x2

ty | ppx1, p8, ys ¥ uu  ty | ppx2, p8, ys ¥ uu ,
(ii) that under Condition 1 for x1

x2

ty | ppx1, p8, x1 ys ¥ uu  ty | ppx2, p8, x2
and (iii) that Gpx, uq  x  inf ty | ppx, p8, x y s ¥ uu.
Now, denote gkk

1

(2)

y s ¥ uu,

(3)

px, uq  Gk px, uq and, for n ¥ k 2,
gkn px, u1 , . . . , unk q  Gn pgkn1 px, u1 , . . . , unk1 q, unk q .

(4)

It immediately follows by induction that in case pk , . . . , pn are stochastically monotone, it holds
that gkn px, u1 , . . . , unk q is nondecreasing in x. Assuming that U1 , U2 , . . . are i.i.d. and distributed
Up0, 1q, then with X01  x and
Xn1  g1n px, U1 , . . . , Un q
(5)

for n ¥ 1, tXn1 | n ¥ 0u is a real valued (possibly time-inhomogenous) Markov chain with possibly
time-dependent transition kernels p1 , p2 , . . .. Let us now denote pkk px, Aq  1A pxq and, for n ¥ k 1,
pnk px, Aq 

»

pnk 1 py, Aqpn px, dy q .

(6)

R

Lemma 2. If, for 1 ¤ k ¤ n, pk , . . . , pn are stocastically monotone Markov kernels (resp., and in
addition satisfy Condition 1), then pnk is stochastically monotone (resp., and in addition satisfies
Condition 1).

3

Proof. By induction, it suffices to show this for the case n  k 2. If pk and pk 1 are stochastically
monotone, then gkk 2 px, U1 , U2 q is a random variable having the distribution pkk 2 px, q. Therefore,
the stochastic monotonicity of pkk 2 is a consequence of the fact that gkk 2 px, U1 , U2 q is nondecreasing in x. Now, if stochastic monotonicity and Condition 1 hold then Gk px, U1 q  x and
Gk 1 pGk px, U1 q, U2 q  Gk px, U1 q are nonincreasing in x and thus so is their sum. This implies that
gkk 2 px, U1 , U2 q  x is nonincreasing in x, which implies that pkk 2 satisfies Condition 1.
A (possibly time-inhomogeneous) Markov chain with stochastically monotone transition kernels
will be called a stochastically monotone Markov chain (see, e.g., [7] for the time-homogenous case).
Lemma 2 immediately implies the following.
Corollary 1. Any subsequence of a stochastically monotone Markov chain (resp., in addition
satisfying Condition 1) is also a stochastically monotone Markov chain (resp., in addition satisfying
Condition 1).
Therefore, a subsequence of a time-homogeneous stochastically monotone Markov chain (resp., in
addition satisfying Condition 1) may no longer be time-homogeneous, but is always a stochastically
monotone Markov chain (resp., in addition satisfying Condition 1).

Ñ R is called supermodular if whenever x1 ¤ x2 and y1 ¤ y2 we have that
hpx1 , y2 q hpx2 , y1 q ¤ hpx1 , y1 q hpx2 , y2 q .
(7)
If X and Y have cdf s FX and FY , then pX, Y q will be called comonotone if PpX ¤ x, Y ¤ y q 
PpX ¤ xq ^ PpY ¤ y q for all x, y. There are various equivalent definitions for comonotonicity. In

Recall that h : R2

particular it is worth mentioning that when X and Y are identically distributed, then they are
comonotone if and only if PpX  Y q  1. It is well known that if pX 1 , Y 1 q is comonotone and
has the same marginals as pX, Y q, then for any Borel supermodular h for which EhpX, Y q and
EhpX 1 , Y 1 q exist and are finite, we have that EhpX, Y q ¤ EhpX 1 , Y 1 q. In particular, when X, Y are
identically distributed then EhpX, Y q ¤ EhpY, Y q, which is a property that we will need later in
this paper. For such results and much more see, e.g., [21] and references therein, where the Borel
assumption was missing, but is actually needed as there are non-Borel supermodular functions for
which hpX, Y q is not necessarily a random variable. We write down what we will need later as a
lemma. Everything in this lemma is well known.
Lemma 3. Let pX, Y q be a random pair such that X  Y . Then for every Borel supermodular
function h : R2 Ñ R for which EhpX, Y q and EhpY, Y q exist and are finite, we have that
EhpX, Y q ¤ EhpY, Y q .

(8)

Moreover, if h is supermodular and f1 , f2 are nondecreasing, then hpf1 pxq, f2 pxqq is supermodular
and in particular, since hpx, y q  xy is supermodular, f1 pxqf2 pxq is supermodular as well.
As usual, we call π invariant for a Markov kernel p if, for every Borel A,
We proceed by stating and proving our first main result.

³

Rp

px, Aqπpdxq  πpAq.

Theorem 1. Assume that X0 , X1 , X2 is a stochastically monotone Markov chain where p1 has an
invariant distribution π1 and X0 is π1 distributed. Then for every Borel supermodular h : R2 Ñ R,
EhpX0 , X2 q ¤ EhpX1 , X2 q

(9)

whenever the means exist and are finite. In particular, for any nondecreasing f1 , f2 for which the
means of f1 pX0 q, f2 pX2 q, f1 pX0 qf2 pX2 q and f1 pX1 qf2 pX2 q exist and are finite, we have that
0 ¤ Covpf1 pX0 q, f2 pX2 qq ¤ Covpf1 pX1 q, f2 pX2 qq .
4

(10)

Proof. Let X01 , U1 , U2 be independent with U1 , U2  Up0, 1q and X01  X0 . Then with X11 
G1 pX01 , U1 q and X21  G2 pX11 , U2 q we have that pX01 , X11 , X21 q  pX0 , X1 , X2 q. Now, we note that
since G2 py, u2 q is nondecreasing in y, then (due to Lemma 3) hpx, G2 py, u2 qq is supermodular in
x, y for every fixed u2 . Since X01  X11 , then it follows from Lemma 3 that
EphpX01 , G2 pX11 , U2 q|U2 q ¤ EphpX11 , G2 pX11 , U2 q|U2 q .

(11)

Taking expected values on both sides gives (9). Noting that Ef1 pX0 qEf2 pX2 q  Ef1 pX1 qEf2 pX2 q
and that f1 pxqf2 py q is supermodular gives the right inequality in (10). To show the left inequality, note that G2 pG1 px, u1 q, u2 q is a nondecreasing function of x and thus, so is γ pxq 
Ef2 pG2 pG1 px, U1 , U2 qqq. Now,
Covpf1 pX0 q, f2 pX2 qq  Covpf1 pX0 q, Erf2 pX2 q|X0 sq  Covpf1 pX0 q, γ pX0 qq

(12)

and it is well known that the covariance of comonotone random variables (whenever well defined
and finite) must be nonnegative.
A time-homogenous continuous-time Markov process tXt | t ¥ 0u will be called stochastically monotone, whenever pt px, Aq  Px pX ptq P Aq is a stochastically monotone kernel for each t ¡ 0. We will
say that it satisfies Condition 1 whenever pt satisfies this condition for every t ¡ 0. Note that by
Corollary 1 this is equivalent to the assumption that these conditions are satisfied for 0 t ¤  for
some  ¡ 0.
Theorem 2. Consider a stationary stochastically monotone discrete-time or continuous-time timehomogenous Markov process tXt | t ¥ 0u. Then for every supermodular h for which the following
expectations exist and are finite, EhpX0 , Xt q is nonincreasing in t ¥ 0 where t is either nonnegative
integer or nonnegative real valued. In particular, when f1 , f2 are nondecreasing and the appropriate
expectations exist, Covpf1 pX0 q, f2 pXt qq is nonnegative and nonincreasing in t ¥ 0.
Proof. For every 0
t1
t2 we have that X0 , Xt2 t1 , Xt2 satisfy the conditions and hence the
conclusions of Theorem 1 (for the discrete time case, recall Corollary 1). By stationarity we have
that pXt2 t1 , Xt2 q  pX0 , Xt1 q. Therefore
EhpX0 , Xt2 q ¤ EhpXt2 t1 , Xt2 q  EhpX0 , Xt1 q .

(13)

 X0, Lemma 3 implies that
EhpX0 , Xt q ¤ EhpX0 , X0 q
(14)
so that EhpX0 , Xt q is nonincreasing on r0, 8q and not just on p0, 8q. Since Ef1 pX0 qEf2 pXt q 
Ef1 pX0 qEf2 pX0 q, the result for the covariance follows by taking hpx, y q  f1 pxqf2 py q.

Note that, since Xt

Remark 1. The following is a standard and very simple exercise in ergodic theory. Let T be a
measure-preserving transformation on pΩ, F, µq, where µ is a σ-finite measure. This means that
µpT 1 pAqq  µpAq for every A P F, where T 1 pAq  tω P Ω | T pω q P Au. Then T is mixing (in
the sense that µpA X T ³n B q Ñ µpAqµpB q as n Ñ 8, for every
A, B P F) if ³and only
if for every
³
³
f1 , f2 : Ω Ñ R such that fi2 dµ 8 for i  1, 2 we have that f1  T n f2 dµ Ñ f1 dµ  f2 dµ, where
T n f2 pω q  f2 pT n ω q.
The implication of this under the assumptions of Theorem 2 is that with such mixing conditions
Covpf1 pX0 q, f2 pXn qq Ñ 0 for every Borel f1 , f2 such that Efi2 pX0 q 8 for i  1, 2. This in particular holds when in addition fi , i  1, 2, are nondecreasing. This also implies that the same would
hold in the continuous-time case as the covariance is nonincreasing (when fi are nondecreasing)
and thus it suffices that it vanishes along any subsequence (such as tn  n). In particular this
will hold for any Harris-recurrent Markov process for which there exists a stationary distribution.
5

In this case an even stronger form of mixing is known to hold (called strong mixing or α-mixing,
e.g., see [2]). All the examples discussed in Section 3 for which a stationary distribution exists are
in fact Harris-recurrent and even have a natural regenerative state. Alternatively, the same holds
whenever the stationary distribution is unique and f1 , f2 are nondecreasing with Efi pX0 q2 8 for
i  1, 2. This may be shown by adapting the proof of Theorem 4 of [7] in which f1  f2 . For all
of our examples in which a stationary distribution exists, it is also unique.
Of course, we cannot expect that the covariance will vanish without such mixing conditions or
uniqueness of the stationary distribution. For example, if ξ is some random variable having a finite
second moment and variance σ 2 ¡ 0, set Xt  ξ for all t ¥ 0. Then tXt | t ¥ 0u is trivially a
stochastically monotone, stationary Markov process (and also trivially satisfies Condition 1), but
(taking f1 pxq  f2 pxq  x) CovpX0 , Xt q  σ 2 clearly does not vanish as t Ñ 8.
We continue with two theorems in which Condition 1 is imposed.
Theorem 3. Assume that X0 , X1 , X2 , X3 is a stochastically monotone Markov chain satisfying
Condition 1, where p1 has an invariant distribution π1 and X0 is π1 distributed. Then for every
Borel supermodular h : R2 Ñ R,
EhpX0 , X2  X3 q ¤ EhpX1 , X2  X3 q

(15)

whenever the expectations exist and are finite. In particular, for f nondecreasing and the appropriate expectations exist and are finite, then
0 ¤ Covpf pX0 q, X2 q  Covpf pX0 q, X3 q ¤ Covpf pX1 q, X2 q  Covpf pX1 q, X3 q .

(16)

Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1. That is, we let X01  X0 , Xn1 
Gn pXn1 1 , Un q for n  1, 2, 3 where X01 , U1 , U2 , U3 are independent and U1 , U2 , U3  Up0, 1q. From
the stochastic monotonicity and Condition 1 it follows that G2 px, u2 q  G3 pG2 px, u2 q, u3 q is nondecreasing in x. Therefore, by Lemma 3 we have that, since hpx, G2 py, u2 q  G3 pG2 py, u2 q, u3 qq is
supermodular in x, y and X11  X01 , we have that
ErhpX01 , X21  X31 q|U2 , U3 s  ErhpX01 , G2 pX11 , U2 q  G3 pG2 pX11 , U2 q, U3 qq|U2 , U3 s

¤ ErhpX11 , G2pX11 , U2q  G3pG2pX11 , U2q, U3qq|U2, U3s
(17)
1
1
1
 ErhpX1, X2  X3q|U2, U3s ,
and taking expected values establishes (15). Taking hpx, y q  f pxqy gives the right inequality of
(16). The left inequality is obtained via comonotonicity, by observing that since G2 pG1 px, u1 q, u2 q
G3 pG2 pG1 px, u1 q, u2 q, u3 q is nondecreasing in x, then ErX2  X3 |X0 s is a nondecreasing function of
X0 , so that this inequality follows from the comonotonicity of f pX0 q and ErX2  X3 |X0 s as in the
proof of the left inequality of (10).
Theorem 4. Consider a stationary stochastically monotone discrete-time or continuous-time timehomogenous Markov process tXt | t ¥ 0u, satisfying Condition 1. Then for every s ¡ 0 and every
supermodular h for which the following expectations exist and are finite, EhpX0 , Xt  Xt s q is
nonincreasing in t where t is either nonnegative integer or nonnegative real valued. In particular,
when f is nondecreasing and the appropriate expectations exist, Covpf pX0 q, Xt q is nonnegative,
nonincreasing and convex in t.
In particular, note that when choosing f pxq  x and assuming that EX02
8, we see that,
under the conditions of Theorem 4, the auto-covariance Rptq  CovpXs , Xs t q (or auto-correlation
Rptq{Rp0q when X0 is not a.s. constant) is nonnegative, nonincreasing and convex in t.

6

Proof. Let t1 t2 then X0 , Xt2 t1 , Xt2 t1
of Theorem 3. Therefore,

s,

Xt2

s

satisfy the conditions and hence the conclusion

 Xt sq ¤ EhpXt t , Xt  Xt sq  EhpX0, Xt  Xt sq
(18)
where the right equality follows from stationarity. When f is nondecreasing then hpx, y q  f pxqy
is supermodular and thus Ef pX0 qXt s  Ef pX0 qXt is nonincreasing in t for every s ¡ 0. Therefore
Ef pX0 qXt is midpoint convex and since by Theorem 2 it is nonnegative and nonincreasing (hence
EhpX0 , Xt2

2

2

2

1

2

1

1

Borel), it must be convex (see [4, 24]).
Can anything be said for the case where the initial distribution is not invariant? Here is one possible
answer.
Theorem 5. Let tXt | t ¥ 0u be a stochastically monotone discrete-time or continuous-time timehomogenous Markov process. Assume that the initial distribution can be chosen so that X0 ¤ Xt
a.s. for every t ¥ 0. Then,
(i) Xt is stochastically increasing in t.
(ii) For every Borel supermodular function which is nondecreasing in its first variable and for
which the expectations exist and are finite, EhpXs , Xt q is nondecreasing in s on r0, ts. When
in addition Condition 1 is satisfied, the same is true for EhpXs , Xt  Xt δ q for every δ ¡ 0
(whenever the expectations exist and are finite).
(iii) When h is nondecreasing in both variables (not necessarily supermodular) and expected values
exist and are finite, then EhpXs , Xt s q is nondecreasing in s. When Condition 1 is satisfied,
the same is true for EhpXs , Xs t  Xs t δ q for δ ¡ 0.
(iv) When EXt exists and is finite then it is nondecreasing and under Condition 1 it is also
concave.
We note that it would suffice to assume that X0 ¤ Xt for t P p0, s for some  ¡ 0, or in discrete
time for t  1. Also, we note that for (i) we can replace X0 ¤ Xt by X0 ¤st Xt .
Proof. For any s t take  P p0, t  ss and let Gv px, uq be the generalized-inverse with respect to
the kernel pv . Let U0 , U1 , . . . be i.i.d. with Ui  Up0, 1q. Since X0 ¤ X we have with X01  X0 ,
that X01 ¤ Gh pX01 , U0 q and thus
Xs1

 GspX01 , U1q ¤ GspGpX01 , U0q, U1q  Xs2   Xs1   GpXs1 , U2q ,

(19)

implying stochastic monotonicity.
Taking Xt1  Gts pXs1  , U3 q, then pX01 , Xs1 , Xs1  , Xt1 q is distributed like pX0 , Xs , Xs  , Xt q. Since
h is nondecreasing in its first variable and Xs1 ¤ Xs2  , it follows that
EhpXs1 , Xt1 q ¤ EhpXs2  , Xt1 q .

(20)

The (by now, repetitive) fact that
ErhpXs2  , Xt1 q|U3 s  ErhpXs2  , Gts pXs1  , U3 q|U3 s

¤ ErhpXs1 , GtspXs1 , U3q|U3s  ErhpXs1 , Xt1q|U3s
(21)
follows from the supermodularity of hpx, Gts py, u3 qq in x, y. Taking expected values implies,
together with (20), that EhpXs , Xt q is nondecreasing in s on r0, ts. The proof of the fact that,
under Condition 1, EhpXs , Xt  Xt δ q is nondecreasing in s on r0, ts is similar, once we define
7

Xt1 δ  Gδ pXt1 , U4 q and observe that Xt1  Xt1
nondecreasing in Xs1  .

δ

 GtspXs1

 , U3

q  Gδ pGtspXs1

 , U3

q, U4q is

When h is nondecreasing in both variables we have that hpXs , Xs t q  hpXs , Gt pXs , U0 qq so that by
stochastic monotonicity EphpXs , Gt pXs , U0 qq|U0 q is nondecreasing in s and hence also EhpXs , Xs t q.
The proof for EhpXs , Xs t  Xs t δ q, under Condition 1, is similar.
Finally, since Xt is stochastically increasing then it clearly follows that EXt is nondecreasing.
When Condition 1 is met, then taking hpx, y q  y (nondecreasing in both variables) we have that
EXs t  EXs t δ is nondecreasing. This implies midpoint concavity, so that since EXt is monotone
(hence Borel) it follows by that it is concave (again, see [4, 24]).
We complete this section by noting that although, for the sake of convenience, all the results were
written for the case where the state space is R, they hold whenever the state space is any Borel
subset of R as was assumed in [7]. For the three examples that will be covered in Section 3, the
state space is r0, 8q.

3

Examples

In this section we discuss some examples of stochastically monotone time-homogeneous Markov
processes satisfying Condition 1. We start by providing a number of general observations.
For each of the examples contained in this section there exists a huge body of literature. If we were
only interested in stochastic monotonicity, then standard examples are birth-death processes and
diffusions, e.g., [16]. Recalling Remark 1, when there exists a stationary distribution, for all of these
examples we have that Covpf1 pX0 q, f2 pXt qq vanishes as t Ñ 8 whenever f1 , f2 are nondecreasing
with Efi2 pX0 q
8 for i  1, 2. We note that in light of Subsections 3.2 and 3.3, [3, Thms. 1
and 2] (as well as the earlier [10, Thm. 3.1] and [11, Thm. 2.2]) are special cases of the Theorems 2
and 4 here. In addition, [14, Thm. 3.1] (which holds for any reflected process with stationary,
not necessarily independent, increments, hence not necessarily Markov) restricted to the Lévy case
(and the earlier [12, Thm. 3.3]) as well as the mean (not variance) parts of [1, Thms. 4.6 and 7.5]
are special cases of (iv) of Theorem 5 here (upon taking X0  0 in [1], that is).
It would have been nice if the monotonicity of the variance discovered in [1] would hold for any
stochastically monotone Markov process satisfying Condition 1. However, it turns out that this
particular result from [1] essentially follows due to the specific properties of reflected Lévy processes
(or, in the discrete time case, reflected random walks) and, unfortunately, it is not true in general.
One very simple counterexample is the following. Let tNt | t ¥ 0u be a Poisson process (starting at 0)
and take Xt  pk Nt q^ m. Then tXt | t ¥ 0u is a Markov process with state space ti | i ¤ mu, with
an initial value k and an absorbing barrier m. On k ¤ m we have that pk Nt q^ m is nondecreasing
in k and Xt  X0  Nt ^ pm  k q is nonincreasing in k and thus this is a stochastically monotone
Markov process satisfying Condition 1. Clearly, VarpX0 q  0 and since Xt Ñ m (a.s.) as t Ñ 8
then by bounded convergence (k ¤ Xt ¤ m) the variance vanishes as t Ñ 8. Since the variance is
strictly positive for all 0 t 8, it cannot be monotone in t.
We continue by discussing three settings that obey the desired stochastic monotonicity as well as
Condition 1, so that our results apply. All three may be referred to either Lévy-driven queues [8]
or Lévy storage processes [18] or both.

3.1

Lévy dams with nondecreasing left continuous general release rule

Let the process J  tJt | t ¥ 0u be a right continuous subordinator (nondecreasing Lévy process)
with PpJ0  0q  1 and let r : r0, 8q :Ñ r0, 8q be nondecreasing, left continuous on p0, 8q, with
8

rp0q  0. Consider the following dam process:
Xt pxq  x

Jt 

»t
0

rpXs pxqqds .

(22)

It is well known [6] that, under the stated assumptions, the solution to (22) is unique (pathwise)
and belongs to the class of time-homogeneous Markov processes. For x y we have that
Xt py q  Xt pxq  y  x 

»t
0

prpXspyq  rpXspxqqds .

(23)

Denote τ to be first time (if it exists) for which the right side is zero. Because x y, then for every
t τ we have that Xt pxq Xt py q. On τ
8 we clearly have that Xτ pxq  Xτ pyq and therefore
we also have that for any h ¥ 0,
Xτ

h

pxq  Xτ pxq

Jτ

 Xτ pyq

Jτ

 Jτ

h

h

»h

0
»h

 Jτ

0

rpXτ

s

pxqqds

rpXτ

s

pxqqds  Xτ hpyq ,

(24)

where the right inequality follows from the uniqueness of the solution Z to the equation
Zh

z

Jτ

h  Jτ 

»h
0

rpZs qds .

(25)

Therefore, we have that Xt pxq ¤ Xt py q for every t ¥ 0. Moreover, note that
»t

pXtpxq  xq  pYtpyq  yq  prpXspyqq  rpXspxqqds

(26)

0

and thus, since r is assumed to be nondecreasing, we also have that Xt pxq  x ¥ Xt py q  y. The
conclusion is that Xt pxq is nondecreasing in x and Xt pxq  x is nonincreasing in x. In other words,
the process considered is a stochastically monotone Markov process satisfying Condition 1. We
note that here a stationary distribution exists whenever EJ1 rpxq for some x ¡ 0 (recalling that
rpq is nondecreasing).

So as to perform a sanity check, we note that when choosing rpxq  rx the resulting process is a
(generalized) shot-noise process. In this case we can explicitly write
Xt pxq  xert

»

p0,ts

erptsq Jds .

(27)

In this setting it is immediately clear that Xt pxq is nondecreasing and Xt pxqx is nonincreasing in x.
We observe that here, if EX02 8, then Rptq  CovpX0 , Xt q  VarpX0 qert , so that Rptq{Rp0q 
ert , which is, as expected, nonnegative, nonincreasing, convex in t (for any distribution of X0 )
and also converges to zero as t Ñ 8. It is well known that in this particular case, the stationary
distribution has a finite second
moment if and only if J1 has a finite second moment. This is
³
equivalent to requiring that p1,8q x2 ν pdxq 8, where ν is the associated Lévy measure.

3.2

Lévy process reflected at the origin

Consider a càdlàg Lévy process Y  tYt | t ¥ 0u with PpY0  0q  1 (not necessarily spectrally
one-sided). For every x, the one-sided (Skorokhod) reflection map, with reflection taking place at
level 0, is defined through
Xt pxq  x

Yt  inf px

¤¤

0 s t

Ys q ^ 0  Yt

Lt ^ x

where Lt   inf 0¤s¤t Ys ^ 0 with Lt pxq  pLt  xq (so, in particular, Lt
pLtpxq, Xtpxqq is known to be the unique process satisfying
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(28)

 Ltp0q).

The pair

(i) Lt pxq is right continuous, nondecreasing in t, with L0
(ii) Xt pxq is nonnegative for every t ¥ 0.
(iii) For every t ¡ 0 such that Ls pxq

 0.

Lt pxq for every s

t we have that Xt pxq  0.

It is known [13] that (iii) is equivalent to the condition that
»

r0,8q

Xs pxqLds pxq  0,

(29)

or alternatively to the condition that Lt pxq is the minimal process satisfying (i) and (ii). Special
cases of such processes are the workload process in an M/G/1 queue and the (single dimensional)
reflected Brownian motion (where the reflection takes place at 0).
Clearly Xt pxq  Yt Lt ^ x is nondecreasing in x and Xt pxq x  Yt pLt  xq is nonincreasing in
x. Since Y is a Lévy process, then Xt pxq is well known to be a time-homogeneous Markov process
starting at x. Therefore, it is necessarily a stochastically monotone Markov process satisfying
Condition 1. Here a stationary distribution exists whenever EY1 0.
We note that for the same reasons, a (general) random walk reflected a the origin is a discrete
time version of the process featuring in the above setup. As a consequence, it is also stochastically
monotone and satisfies Condition 1. In particular, this applies to the consecutive waiting times
upon arrivals of customers in a GI/GI/1 queue.

3.3

Lévy process with a two-sided reflection

With Y defined in Subsection 3.2, a two-sided (Skorokhod) reflection in r0, bs for b ¡ 0 (and
similarly in ra, bs for any a b) is defined as the unique process pXt pxq, Lt pxq, Ut pxqq, with Xt pxq 
x Yt Lt pxq  Ut pxq, satisfying
(i) Lt pxq, Ut pxq are right continuous and nondecreasing with L0 pxq  U0 pxq  0.
(ii) Xt pxq P r0, bs for all t ¥ 0.

(iii) For every t ¡ 0 such that Ls pxq
(resp., Xt pxq  b).

Lt pxq (resp., Us pxq

Ut pxq) for every s

t, Xt pxq

0

Also here, (iii) is equivalent to
»

r0,8q

Xt pxqLdt pxq 

»

r0,8q

pb  XtpxqqUdtpxq  0.

(30)

Since Y is a Lévy process, we have that Xt pxq is a time-homogenous Markov process starting at
x. The driving process Y being the same for both Xt pxq and Xt py q, we find that choosing x y
means that Xt pxq can never overtake Xt py q. Consequently, Xt pxq is nondecreasing in x and thus
the Markov chain is stochastically monotone (with some effort, this can also be shown directly from
(31) to follow). In order to verify that it satisfies Condition 1, we recall from [17], upon re-denoting
by Xt0 pxq the single sided reflected process described in Subsection 3.2, that
Xt pxq 

Xt0

px q 



sup

¤¤

0 s t

Xs0



pxq  b ^ s¤infu¤t pxq
Xt0



.

(31)

Since Xt0 pxq is nondecreasing and Xt0 pxq  x is nonincreasing in x (as explained in Subsection 3.2),
it immediately follows that Xt pxq  x is nonincreasing in x, which implies Condition 1. In this
doubly reflected case, a stationary distribution always exists. Again the findings carry over to the
process’ discrete time counterpart.
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